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1.  Introduction



Teaching Analysis
教学分析 学情分析

Advantages Disadvantages
VS

● Very active
● Willing to do what 
they are interested in

●  Lack of vocabulary
● Of different levels 



   Scenario
   Suppose you are an exchange student 
in a foreign country and are required to 
make a presentation on a certain aspect 
of Chinese culture with your teammates, 
and then give the presentation as a 
group to an international audience.

Introduce Chinese culture correctly
 and confidently

1.talk about Chinese cultural heritage using 
new vocabulary
2. use examples to explain your points
3. introduce the local cuisine 
4. understand the meaning behind a 
cultural phenomenon
5. make a group presentation on a certain 
aspect of Chinese culture

Foundation for 
Unit Project

Sub-objective

Learning objectives



MY Teaching Process Output-driven

Tasks (lead-in questions 
+   presentation)

Initial Try

Mission accomplished

Assessment

Enabling

Enabling

Subtask 1: Exercise + Unipus Input 1: Text A&BOutput1: 
Sentence translation

Output2:  understand+ 
cultural phenomenon

Input 2: 
Recourses+Video

Subtask 2: Summary + 
Comparison + Critical thinking

Input 3: Writing 
analysis

Subtask 3: Presentation
Output3:  introduce+
Group review + Polish

·arouse interests
·create sense of “hungry”

Reorganize
·Understand the meaning behind a cultural phenomenon 
·Introduce Chinese culture correctly and confidently

Cooperative 
Learning POA 



Produce

STEP 1

Presenting your ideas:
Criteria for self-evaluation and peer-evaluation

   A
 very 
good

  B
(OK)

    C
(Needs improvement)

1. We have chosen a topic that is engaging and informative.

2. We have organized the presentation in a clear and coherent way.

3. We have used examples of different types that are accurate and 
abundant.

4. We have used accurate and clear language.
5. We have rehearsed our presentation and each member has a full 

understanding of this part and the whole presentation.

Give your presentation
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Self-assessment

Peer-assessment

Teacher assessment



Bloom’s Taxonomy- Cognitive 
Domains

Production-oriented Approach-Wen Qiufang

Teaching Theories



Teaching Design
教学设计

1.Starting up

2.Taking in 3.Building up
4.Carrying  out

任务
驱动

小组
合作

做中学

学中做

课堂教学



2.  Demonstration 



D&G advertisement for fashion show 
• D&G disaster = great loss

•  



Form

Shape Etiquette

Exterior Interior





Teaching Process
教学过程

round on the eating end 

the other end is square

9 to 10 inches 



Yin is the receptive and Yang the active principle, 
seen in all forms of change and difference



• Chinese philosophy

• Everything has two sides which support each 

other always. 

• One active; one receptive.



Teaching Process
教学过程

1
2

3





Building in 

STEP 1
Watch the video. Which ones are mentioned in the video?

1. Hold the chopsticks pointing at someone else

2. Chopsticks are not used to move bowls or plates.
3.     Point rested chopsticks towards others seated at the 
table.
4.     Chopsticks should not be chewed on, or linger in 
one's mouth for too long.
5.     Chopsticks should not be left vertically stuck into a 
bowl of rice 



Etiquette in using chopsticks



STEP 1
Watch the video. Which ones are mentioned in the video?

1. Hold the chopsticks pointing at someone else.

2. Chopsticks are not used to move bowls or plates.
3.    Point rested chopsticks towards others seated at the 
table.
4.    Chopsticks should not be chewed on, or linger in one's 
mouth for too long.
5.    Chopsticks should not be left vertically stuck into a bowl 
of rice 

√

√

Building in 



三长两短 击盏敲盅 当众上香 ？

Place the 
chopsticks 
unevenly in 
length

Tap chopsticks 
on the edge of 
one's bowl

be left standing 
vertically in a 
bowl of rice or 
other food

? ? ?



Be proud of our culture



SummarySummarySummarySummarySummarySummarySummary



Culture Respect 



Produce

STEP 1


